
How to we give feedback?
Write one positive comment and one or two “improvement comment(s)” for example: 

I really like how you....... because............

Maybe if you......... it would..........
Have you considered..........because............. 
If I was doing this task I might............

When giving feedback you are not aiming to hurt someone therefore we are always careful what we 
write. When you write your comments you need to say more than “I like your colours” for example “I 
love how you used the colors next to each other on the colour wheel (orange and yellow) as they 
really create harmony in your piece.”

When being constructive we use key words and support the statement for example: “Have you thought 
about changing the background colour because it is too similar to the colours on the face. The line 
between the face and background canʼt be seen. If it was my artwork I would use green instead.
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